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Abstract. The development of game experiences based on the player’s location
is becoming increasingly popular. This games are used to increase players’ skills
and knowledge about a particular topic in different contexts like education, health
and tourism. When pervasive or narrative components are added, it becomes
evident the need for a tool to manage the information in an appropriate and
dynamic way. When we talk about pervasiveness, in addition to the elements of
space and time, there is an additional component related to social interaction,
which can be achieved through the exchange of information between various
games to provide a better player experience. For this reason, in this article we
present a platform enabled for the creation and edition of game experiences based
on the player’s location. Which has the ability to exchange information between
projects, including narrative in the different games. A developed experience
evidences the relevance of this platform in the education context.

Keywords: Geolocation � Pervasive game � Web platform � Cloud �
Microservices

1 Introduction

Games based on players’ location involve a component that is not found in console
games: the locomotion of players through the outside world and, possibly, the real-
ization of physical activities [1], taking the players into a highly pervasive environ-
ment. Geolocation games is one of the game genres in which pervasiveness is applied
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As future work we identify: (1) apply and evaluate the proposed method for design
gamified pedagogic instruments for others subjects of software engineering like soft-
ware quality, design patterns, and effort estimation; (2) develop a digital tool to support
the pedagogic instrument design and as a repository for the instruments, and; (3) de-
velop a tool to guide the professor in the definition of rubrics for the gamified activities
created.
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software design concept and the intention to apply PSP in the area of SE in which they
work. Such an indicator is important, since one of the problems with PSP teaching is
the lack of real implementation in companies.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents a proposal of a pedagogic instrument design method based on
experiential work as learning engine and gamification as a transversal motivating
element. This method includes five components that cover the whole process of ped-
agogic instrument design, from preparation and design, going through the pilotage of
application of the instrument to test his mechanics and goals, until reach the schedule
and assessment of the instrument once it has been applied to the target audience.

The study case consists in designing a pedagogic instrument with the proposed
method, for teaching software design under PSP. The results obtained from the survey
support the conclusion that the didactic technique applied to the instrument is appro-
priate. In fact, the 100% of participants say they would apply the concept of PSP in the
area of SE which they currently perform, showing that if other alternatives are sought
to present the subjects, it is possible to obtain more receptivity of the public. In relation
with the level of learning achieved by the participants, they recognize the importance of
PSP (50%), to a lesser extent the importance of software design (10%) and the use and
prioritization of checklists (10%). This means that at the level of competencies of the
participants, we achieved to emphasize the importance of software design and the use
of PSP framework in this area of knowledge.

Regarding to the competencies-based assessment, in this paper we present a rubric
template as an instrument for the facilitator in the application of the game
CAR DESIGN PSP. Such template includes the Bloom’s taxonomy learning domains,
activity categories corresponding with the main tasks expected in students and a set of
rubrics for orientate the assessment of application level for each activity. Such template
is an important contribution for gamified activities, since it is not only important the
design process, but also the evaluation process of the competencies to be promoted.

Table 6. Frequency of competences assessment

Participant competence Frequency (%)

What are the main concepts learned
during the activity?

• Concept and importance of PSP
• Importance of software design
• Detailed lists
• Prioritization lists
• Disciplined Practices

50
20
10
10
10

What is the most important activity
that the systems engineer must do in
the software design based on PSP?

• Detailed and prioritized list
• Acquisition of skills
• Importance of design
• Checklist generation
• Design activities planning

65
15
10
5
5
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5 Study Case Discussion

The assessment was applied to 20 people (professionals from a software company at
Medellín (Colombia) and systems engineering students at the Universidad of Medellín)
during the 2nd semester of 2015. In this section we present the results obtained from the
application of the instrument for the Sect. 2 ‘instruments and teaching techniques’ and
Sect. 3 ‘levels of student satisfaction’, from component E. The survey contains 20
variables; the most representative ones according to each evaluated feature are pre-
sented in Table 5. The assessment scale is Very Poor (VP), Poor (P), Fair (F), Good
(G) and Very Good (VG). According to the results the positive ratings are related to the
features of the didactic technique used—gamified instrument; in most cases the highest
percentage corresponds to good and very good insights on the evaluated feature.

Regarding the assessment of the student satisfaction level during the gamified
instrument application we found that features as the enjoyment level and creative
thinking stimulation are above 85% with ratings as very good or excellent; while the
level of closeness to reality is below 60% with ratings as excellent and very good.

Finally, as a way for measuring the student competencies, the variables assessed are
shown in Table 6. About the concepts learned, PSP gets a rate of 50%, this is one of the
core concepts of the instrument. However, students identify a lesser extent (10%) the
importance of software design and disciplined practices for software development.
Another aspect to highlight is that 100% of participants manifest understand the

Table 4. (continued)

Level Description

6: Evaluation E Recognize all the missing features required in the design. All the
judgments founded by the car inspector related to the external criteria are
accepted to improve the design

G Recognize some of the missing features required in the design. At least the
judgments founded by the car inspector related to the external criteria are
accepted to improve and complete the design

F The missing features required in the design are not recognized for the team
The judgments founded by the car inspector to improve the design, are not
accepted

Table 5. Frequency of teaching techniques

Teaching techniques (Features) Frequency (%)

V P P F G VG

Instructions presentation 0 0 10 10 90
Time for development of the activity 0 0 5 30 65
Clarity of instructions 0 0 0 20 80
Teaching materials quality 0 0 0 0 100
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The application level is defined as a scale of achieved learning, in terms of:
Excellent (10 points), Good (8 points), or Fair (6 points). The application level for each
learning level from the template, is in Table 4:

Table 4. Application level for each learning level of assessment template

Level Description

1: Knowledge E All-important major and minor elements for design software are identified
and appropriately prioritized. All relevant information is obtained and
exact information sources are consulted. Design recommendations are well
supported by the information

G All major elements for design software are identified but one or two minor
ones are missing or priorities are not recognized. Sufficient information is
obtained and most sources are valid. Design recommendations are mostly
supported by the information

F Many major elements for design software are not identified. Insufficient
information is obtained and/or sources lack validity. Design
recommendations are not supported by information collected

2: Comprehension E Among the alternatives analyzed they have been considered: prioritized
criteria, improvement cycles, and identification of bugs. Three or more
alternatives are considered. Each alternative is appropriately and correctly
analyzed for technical feasibility

G Among the alternatives analyzed they have been considered: improvement
cycles and identification of bugs. At least three alternatives are considered.
Appropriate analyses are selected but analyses include some minor
procedural errors

F Among the alternatives analyzed they have been considered only
prioritized criteria
Only one alternative is considered. Inappropriate analyses are selected
and/or major procedural and conceptual errors are made

3–4: Application/Analysis E Car design has consistent aspects by categories. All conditions and rules
are considered correctly

G Some mistakes are evident in the definition of criteria by categories. Some
conditions and rules are considered correctly

F The criteria by all categories are not defined. The conditions and rules are
not considered

5: Synthesis E Responsibilities have been delegated fairly, and each member contributes
in a valuable way to the design. The work of all team members
demonstrates the implementation of a design and implementation strategy
of the solution
The car design was correctly finished, at time and with resources constrains
established

G Some minor inequities in the delegation of responsibilities. Some members
contribute more heavily than others but all members meet their
responsibilities
The work of the half team members demonstrates the implementation of a
design and implementation strategy of the solution. The car design was at
least 80% finished, at time and with resources constrains established

F Major inequities in delegation of responsibilities. Team has obvious
freeloaders who fail to meet their responsibilities or members who
dominate and prevent others from contributing. The teamwork no
demonstrate applying a design and implementation strategy of the
solution. The car design was at least 50% finished

(continued)
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D – Scheduling the Final Instrument. The pedagogic instrument was adjusted based
on improvements and suggestions incorporated in the pilot. In this session was possible
to evaluate the game using the assessment proposal mentioned in the component E.

E – Assessment. We developed an assessment of the proposed method, considering
the three sections of the reference assessment proposal: (1) competencies of partici-
pants; (2) instruments and teaching techniques; and (3) levels of student satisfaction
regarding the teaching process. Such assessment was performed using the survey as a
support tool for evaluation. We design a detailed instrument for assessing the com-
petences of participants, as a complement to the Sect. 1 from the reference assessment
proposal.

Such a detailed assessment instrument is based on a rubric template. The template
was designed to support the competence-based assessment, due to other assessment
sections were more developed—instruments and teaching techniques, and satisfaction
levels. The template is shown in Table 3, and the application level detail are as follows:

Table 3. Rubric template for supporting the competence-based assessment

Learning levels Rubric features Application
level

# Level Activity category Related abilities/skills Weight Excellent (E)
Good (G)
Fair (F)

1 Knowledge Become

acquainted

• Recognize the role of design
software in the software
engineering process [10%]

30% (E)/(G)/(F)

Prioritizing

information

• Identify the needed information
about: Errors in design quality;
PSP for design software; and
4 + 1 View Architecture [20%]

(E)/(G)/(F)

2 Comprehension Understanding

and inferring

• Understand the meaning of using
PSP for software design [5%]

• Interpret the basic aspect for car
design [5%]

15% (E)/(G)/(F)

Exploring

alternatives

• Plan and analyze alternatives of a
solution to given problem [5%]

(E)/(G)/(F)

3-4 Application/Analysis Structure

analysis

• Interpret elements, principles, and
structure for car design [10%]

15% (E)/(G)/(F)

Matching • Identify internal relationships and
components from car [5%]

(E)/(G)/(F)

5 Synthesis Fulfillment of

duties

• Assign, compliance, and fulfill of
responsibilities of design [5%]

30% (E)/(G)/(F)

Implementation

strategy

• Apply a strategy for design and
implement the solution [10%]

(E)/(G)/(F)

Completion • Complete the design given time
and resource constraints [15%]

(E)/(G)/(F)

6 Evaluation Reflection • Recognize the missing features
required in the design [5%]

10% (E)/(G)/(F)

Judgment

compliance

• Accept judgments relating to
external criteria to improve and
complete the design [5%]

(E)/(G)/(F)
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• Game materials: Materials for game are: (1) checklist for the Car inspector to
register the mechanical, design, and technology elements for the car, (2) colored
paper, (3) puzzle, (4) template of the 4 + 1 architectural view model [21], and
(5) chronometer.

• Game roles: The roles for CAR DESIGN PSP are shown in Table 2.
• Game steps: Next, the step-by-step for developing this game are the following:

1. Participants conform teams of five persons where a participant assumes the role
of car inspector and the other four will be experts from the automotive sector.

2. It has four quadrants corresponding to categories to generate checklists for car
design: design, technical specifications, safety, technology, and comfort.

3. The inspector tells the team when start to fill the quadrant (distributed by
experts) identifying items and assigning them a priority for generating
checklists.

4. The inspector assesses the expert performance in team, and if he/she has a
satisfactory performance and delivers puzzle pieces to assemble a car.

5. The winning team is the one that make the most detailed specifications of each
category of car design and assemble the puzzle in the shortest time possible.

C – Pilotage. We developed a pilot, conforming a team of five students of different
levels of a software engineering academic program of the Universidad de Medellín
(Colombia). In this pilot, we establish improvement actions and recommendations
incorporated in the final game version.

Table 2. Roles of CAR DESIGN PSP

Role Responsibilities

Car
inspector

1. Check if the team has all the resources necessary to execute the game
activities
2. Check if the 4 + 1 architectural view model is consistent with the car
elements
3. Prepare report of the game activities
4. Measure time for each game activity
5. Reward the team with the puzzle pieces, when is necessary
6. Check the template of the 4 + 1 architectural view model in each phase

Expert 1. Work in team
2. Participate in all game activities
3. Create a list of elements necessary for the car design
4. Assemble the puzzle

Facilitator 1. Help to teams in achieving the game objectives
2. Support every team to do their best in the different activities
3. Promote collaboration and try to achieve synergy
4. Indicate mission, challenge, instructions and rules of the game
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4 Pilot Study Case

According to the PID method, we design a pedagogic instrument for teaching software

design under PSP, called CAR DESIGN PSP. Such instrument uses an analogy between
‘car design’ and ‘software design’, considering that before construct a car or a software
product is necessary elaborate the structural models of a final product. Such instrument
can be applied in a session of 1.5 to 2 h. Also, in CAR DESIGN PSP we use a checklist
to evaluate the product quality, corresponding the PSP premise: “measure before
improve”. The results of the PID application are as follows:

A – Preparation. The development results of the steps included in this component are:

• Learning Goals: Identifying software bugs in early stages caused by software
design models of poor quality; emphasizing the importance of software design in
the software engineering process, and encouraging the implementation of good
practices described in the PSP framework for software design.

• Competencies to be developed by the student: Understand the importance of
using PSP in software design; improve how to design software implementing PSP
good practices; and implement software design practices focused on PSP.

B – Gamified Instrument Design. The instrument comprises:

• Rules: Comprise the rules set required to achieve the game goal: (1) Teamwork, not
interfere with the work of other teams; (2) Respect time assigned to create the car
elements list; (3) Respect the turn of expert participants when they describe car
elements; (4) Accept and follow the instructions given by the Car Inspector; (5) Car
Inspector must not exhibit the checklist to experts; (6) Car Inspector must not
indicate car design elements to participants; and (7) Team must use all puzzle
pieces.

Table 1. Components of PID

Component

A�Preparation B�Design C�Pilotage D�Scheduling E�Assessment

Define goals to
achieve with the
instrument, based
on the analysis of:
(1) competencies
to be developed,
(2) learning goals,
(3) profile of the
population,
(4) particular
interests and age
of the population

Outline elements
of gamification
to include in the
instrument. i.e.
be reward, status,
achievement, and
competition.
Also the
mechanics of
instrument is
defined, i.e. the
rules and
processes

Test instrument
with a different
audience to the
target population
(friends, family,
and colleagues).
Then adjusts of
the game
mechanics (rules,
materials, or time
for each activity)
are executed

Provide spaces,
resources, and
materials
required for the
application of
the final
instrument

Identify
participants
perception about
the instrument
and facilitator
performance, by
using the
assessment
proposal
presented in [20]
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3 PID Method

In this section, we present the PID (Pedagogic Instrument Design) method to design
pedagogic instruments for SE teaching. The goal of PID is guide the creation of
pedagogic instruments, based on: (1) experience as key factor to learning, and
(2) gamification in an educational environment, as a strategy to stimulate the classroom
work and increase the participants motivation. The method is designed as a sequential
path where a trainer can obtain a pedagogic instrument to guide the teaching of a
specific subject. The elements of the method are presented in Fig. 1 and are as follows:

• Components. Comprises the following components: (A) Preparation, (B) Design,
(C) Pilotage, (D) Scheduling, and (E) Assessment.

• Steps. Each component contains a step-by-step sequence to obtain a pedagogic
instrument designed under the gamification strategy.

• Pedagogic instrument. Generated artifact because of the steps of each component.
Each generated instrument comprises: Participants (groups of students or profes-
sionals in training; Trainer or facilitator (professors, trainers, or facilitators of an
activity conducted with an instrument), Materials (set of necessary resources for the
application of the gamified pedagogic instrument.

The method was designed considering the following pedagogical principles:
(1) Planning [17]; (2) Environment gamification [18]; and (3) Experimentation [19].
The description of each component is shown in Table 1.

Components

Steps of each component

A

B

C

D

E

Pedagogic instruments

Par cipants

Materials

Trainer or 

facilitor

Fig. 1. Elements of the PID method
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applied in software development phases; (2) integrate such approach to the develop-
ment process, and (3) evaluate the proposed activities. The preliminary results show an
important increase in the quality of software artifacts produced by the students in the
gamified approach regarding to the artifacts produced without it. In the same sense,
Barata et al. [11] highlight the motivational power for incorporating game principles in
non-games processes, like education. They compare a software engineering gamified
course with his previous non-gamified version through different performance measures.

Berkling and Thomas [12] propose gamifying a software engineering course to
promote independent learning in students. Such proposal is based on that games are
good motivators and involve the participants in an environment where they want to
reach their goals and obtain recognition among their classmates.

In the context of configuration management, de Melo et al. [13] apply gamification
to recognize software developer collaboration and commitment. They use a tool for
extracting information from a control version system where developers execute code
commits. Such a tool shows a ranking of more active developers using metrics. The
goal is determine if gamification usage encourages collaboration and commitment in
team members. Moreover, Singer and Schneider [14] use gamification of version
control for encouraging students to make frequently commits with a social software.

Concerning to software development process, La Toza et al. [15] propose crowd
development as an option for organizing software development process into micro-
tasks. Micro-tasks are short (few minutes), modular, and self-descriptive. Such pro-
posal could motivate students to join and contribute to an open source real project
developing new skills, sharing knowledge, and participating in collaborative work.

Finally, Prause et al. [16] describe an experiment of gamification of code quality in
agile development. The experiment consists on form teams of ten experimented stu-
dents in programming and one instructor doing agile development. The teams work for
four weeks in a share space. The indicators used for measure software internal quality
are: (1) understandability of source code, (2) reputation score of each developer
because his uploaded files and, (3) number of bugs injected and removed for each
developer.

In summary, in the previous approaches exist an interest for incorporating active
learning strategies in the teaching and learning of software engineering process,
looking for the development of technical and social competencies in the students. In
this context, gamification is an option to promote motivation and engagement. How-
ever, its necessary formalize the gamification teaching experiences with elements
adapted to new generations, spaces adopted for reflecting future improvement and
guarantying participants wellbeing, among others. Additionally, all such approaches
incorporate gamification for software engineering teaching but is also necessary include
in these experiences the definition and assessment of competencies expected in students
as a guide for teachers. Accordingly, the goal of this paper is present the PID method to
use gamification as a teaching method in a software engineering course including the
assessment of competencies to develop in students.
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Related approaches using gamification in software engineering teaching are
focused on developing competencies in software engineering in several topics [4].
They indicate that the gamification compared to other teaching techniques, help to
understand and learn concepts. Recent gamification research has suggested that game
element-mapping to learning content may indeed facilitate processes good to software
engineering [3, 4].

Both, academic and professional qualifications of software industry should promote
and reflect the required competencies. For this reason, it is important to explore new
ways of teaching and learning that support the development of management compe-
tencies, continuous improvement, and high performance, as are described in Personal
Software Process (PSP) framework. These competencies should be aligned with the
needs and requirements of the software industry about the professionals training [5].

In this paper, we propose the PID (pedagogic instrument design) method. The
created instrument following PID comprises a teaching strategy, techniques and
materials required for teaching a particular subject. The aim of the PID is facilitating
the trainer work from a pedagogical point of view. PID is based on gamification as a
strategy to design playful scenarios in the classroom, in order to encourage direct
interaction of the participants (student or professional in training). The validation of
PID is based on a pilot pedagogic instrument for teaching software design. The overall
purpose is the concepts appropriation and promotion the creativity development by
participants; the specific purposes are oriented to strengthening teamwork and coop-
eration [6, 7].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes background and related
work. Section 3 introduces PID, the method to design pedagogic instruments. Sec-
tion 4 describes the experimental study cased used to evaluate PID. Section 5 then
combines the results and discussion about the pilot study. Finally, Sect. 6 presents our
conclusions.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, some approaches of application of gamification in software engineering
teaching, and the reported benefits in terms of motivation and students performance are
summarized.

Hazeyama [8] presents a learning environment for collaborative software devel-
opment associating artifacts management with communication support. Such man-
agement is supported by a tool providing functions like file-based artefacts
management, planning and progress report management, meeting minute management
and announcement from teaching staff the student progress in the proposed activities.
Meanwhile, Pieper [9] proposes the usage of simulation and digital learning games as a
teaching strategy for a software engineering learning environment due to their potential
to extend the learning experiences beyond lectures and class projects.

Dubois and Tamburrelli [10] promote the gamification usage for engaging, training,
and monitoring students involved in the software products development from inception
to maintenance phases. They propose a strategy based in three complementary activ-
ities: (1) analyze gamification approaches and identify the most appropriated to be
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Teaching: Study Case for Software Design
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Abstract. Software engineering discipline needs promoting and responding to
the demands of the software industry and their challenges, centered on the
diversity and short delivery times in the projects. Looking to align with such
demand, software engineering teaching has evolved incorporating newel
strategies for increasing student motivation in the learning process. Gamification
is one of them strategies centered on games principles, as the interactivity, ludic,
and enhance engagement. This strategy, compared to other teaching techniques,
improve the processes of conceptual understanding and learning. In this paper
we propose a method, based on gamification, to design pedagogic instruments,
comprising a strategy, techniques, and materials for teaching a specific subject.
The goal of method is facilitate the gameful activities design in the classroom
and then increase of motivation, cooperation and teamwork in participants, in
the learning process of conceptual and practical subjects. The method was
validated with the topic of software design in a course of a software engineering
of the Universidad de Medellín (Colombia). In this pilot we establish
improvement actions and recommendations incorporated in the final game
version.

Keywords: Active learning strategies � Engineering teaching and learning �
Pedagogic instrument � PSP

1 Introduction

Today software industry demands the development of high quality complex software.
Such demand requires software engineers with excellent competencies, able to choose
the suitable tools and processes to accomplish dynamic requirements. Actually, key
challenges of software engineers are increasing diversity and the need to shortened
delivery times while guaranteeing trustworthy quality [1]. Therefore, software engi-
neering teaching should consider such diversity. Accordingly, research in this field
incorporates active learning strategies, like gamification, for increasing student moti-
vation in the learning process. Gamification is being used in the learning context
because it’s a strategy focused on the interactive and highly engaging character of
games. This strategy motivates learners to “take responsibility for their own learning,
which leads to intrinsic motivation” [2], and “enhance engagement and improve
learning outcomes by means of integrated learning environments” [3].
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the tablet had an impact on the development of their digital competence, both in the

areas of “Information and data literacy” and “Communication and collaboration”. On

the contrary, students labelled as non-frequent users disagree as to that impact.

Although results may seem, somehow predictable, they partially contradict the ones

found by Pérez-Escoda, Zubizarreta and Fandos-Igado [6], who concluded that students
do not develop digital competence by simply using media and technology. However,

they are in line with the assumption made by the same authors, and others [9, 10],

regarding the need to address digital competence in schools in a way that digital

technology is used with a view to increase acquisition in a gradual and progressive

manner. In this respect, teachers also need to be digitally competent in order to infuse

digital technologies in their practices and facilitate their learners’ digital competence.

Nevertheless, their ability to do so is often questioned and the need to get more insights

on how they can achieve it is claimed [13]. Results are also in line with those found by

previous studies [14], conducted within a similar context, that suggest students who use

the tablet more often learn more and reach higher academic achievements.

At this point, some limitations of the study need to be considered as well as ways to

overcome them in the future. First, the fact that it used an indirect measurement

instrument. Several authors [7, 15] point at the weaknesses of such measurements,

arguing that students’ self-reports capture individual beliefs, self-confidence and self-

efficacy, which are not always a good or faithful representation of their actual perfor-

mance level. Considering the inclusion of direct measures, such as performance-based

tests, should be taken into account in future studies. Second, the fact that other variables

did not come into play during the analysis, which could have helped to deepen the

findings achieved. These could include: (i) the type of activities students performed in

school and at home and knowing whether teachers prioritized digital competence during

lessons and school activities or not. Research points at the role teachers play in pro-

moting students’ digital competences [16]; (ii) the socio-economic background of the

students. Different studies refer family background, cultural capital or academic

achievements and aspirations as predictors of digital competence [8, 10, 11, 13]. These

are directions that future research in the field should approach. Despite the limitations,

this article contributes to the existing literature in several respects, such as the unveiling

of students’ perceptions regarding the impact of tablet use on the development of their

digital competence, which is an under-researched topic, or the opportunity to further

research on emerging aspects that may contribute for positive impacts.
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